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1.

Responding to this Consultation

The EBA invites comments on all proposals put forward in this paper and in particular on the specific
questions summarised in 5.2.
Comments are most helpful if they:



respond to the question stated;



indicate the specific question to which the comment relates;



contain a clear rationale;



provide evidence to support the views expressed/ rationale proposed; and



describe any alternative regulatory choices EBA should consider.

Please send

your comments to the EBA by email to

EBA-CP-2013-02@eba.europa.eu

by 11.06.2013, indicating the reference „EBA/CP/2013/02‟ on the subject field. Please note that
comments submitted after the deadline, or sent to another e-mail address will not be processed.
Publication of responses
All contributions received will be published following the close of the consultation, unless you request
otherwise. Please indicate clearly and prominently in your submission any part you do not wish to be
publicly disclosed. A standard confidentiality statement in an e-mail message will not be treated as a
request for non-disclosure. A confidential response may be requested from us in accordance with the
EBA‟s rules on public access to documents. We may consult you if we receive such a request. Any
decision we make not to disclose the response is reviewable by the EBA‟s Board of Appeal and the
European Ombudsman.
Data protection
Information on data protection can be found at www.eba.europa.eu under the heading „Legal Notice‟.
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2.

Executive Summary

The draft CRR contains, among others, mandates for the EBA to develop draft Regulatory Technical
1
Standards („RTS‟) to specify the conditions for assessing the materiality of extensions and changes of
internal approaches when calculating own funds requirements for credit, market and operational risk.
As the CRR is still in a draft form at the time of publishing of this draft RTS, following the end of the
consultation period, and to the extent that the final text of the CRR changes before the adoption of the
RTS, the EBA will adapt the draft RTS accordingly to reflect any developments.
Main features of the RTS
According to the draft CRR/CRDIV all institutions are required to apply for permission whenever they
intend to implement any material extension and change to their internal approaches for credit,
operational and market risk, to ensure that the approved internal approaches comply with the
regulatory requirements.
The CRR differentiates between material extensions or changes that are subject to approval, and all
other changes that are subject to notification. Nevertheless, in relation to the latter (extensions and
changes subject to notification) it does not provide any specification on the timing of notification, i.e. on
whether the change should be notified before or after its implementation. Against this background, the
EBA considers that extensions and changes of minor importance need not be known to competent
authorities in advance of their implementation; instead it considers that it would be more efficient and
less burdensome for institutions to collect such changes of minor importance and notify them to the
competent authorities at regular intervals. Such an approach, which constitutes supervisory practice in
several Member States already, would reduce the supervisory burden on both the competent
authorities‟ and the institutions‟ side.
With the above considerations in mind, the core of the proposed draft RTS consists in providing firstly
(in the Annexes of the draft RTS) three types of lists of qualitative conditions for classification of
extensions and changes to the internal approaches (for each of the credit, operational and market risk
areas) into one of the following categories: material extensions and changes, which require a
permission from the competent authorities; extensions and changes of a lesser materiality, but still of a
degree of materiality that requires notification to the competent authorities before their implementation;
and extensions and changes of an even lesser degree of materiality, which therefore need only be
notified to the competent authorities in regular intervals, after their implementation.
Nevertheless, even extensions and changes which fall under one of the categories of lesser
materiality, can have the potential to alter the own funds requirements or, where applicable, the riskweighted exposure amounts. Hence the draft RTS also proposes quantitative thresholds to be applied
as a „back-stop‟ measure. In other words, these thresholds are to be used in addition to the lists of
qualitative conditions when determining the materiality of an extension and change. These thresholds
are based on the percentage change of own funds requirements or, where applicable, of risk-weighted
exposure amounts before and after the envisaged change.
Finally, in order for competent authorities to be able to assess compliance of institutions with the
above rules, the draft RTS also provides for appropriate documentation to be submitted by institutions
to competent authorities.

1

Relevant only for internal approaches for operational and market risk.
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3.

Background and rationale

Following the G20 Declaration of 2 April 2009 on Strengthening the Financial System, on July 20th
2011, the European Commission issued its legislative proposals on a revision of the directives that are
2
collectively known as Capital Requirements Directive (CRD) which primarily seek to apply the Basel
III framework in the EU. These proposals have recast the contents of the CRD into a revised CRD and
a new Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR) - which are colloquially referred to as the CRR/CRD IV
proposals.
The draft CRR delegates powers to the Commission to adopt regulatory technical standards (RTS),
3
among others, on the conditions for assessing the materiality of extensions and changes of internal
approaches when calculating own funds requirements for credit, market and operational risk under
Articles 138(5), 301(3)(a) and 352(3)(a) of the draft CRR. The EBA has developed the present draft
RTS in accordance with the mandate contained in the above-mentioned articles. It has also taken into
account major changes subsequently proposed by the revised texts produced by the Council of the
EU and the European Parliament, during the co-decision process. Following the end of the
consultation period, and to the extent that the final text of the CRR changes before the adoption of the
RTS, the EBA will adapt the draft RTS accordingly to reflect any developments.
The nature of RTS under EU law
4

The present draft RTS are produced in accordance with Article 10 of EBA regulation . According to
Article 10(4) of EBA regulation, RTS shall be adopted by means of regulation or decision.
According to EU law, EU regulations are binding in their entirety and directly applicable in all Member
States. This means that, on the date of their entry into force, they become part of the national law of
the Member States and that their implementation into national law is not only unnecessary but also
prohibited by EU law, except in so far as this is expressly required by them.
Shaping these rules in the form of a Regulation would ensure a level-playing field by preventing
diverging national requirements and would ease the cross-border provision of services.
Background and regulatory approach followed in the draft RTS
Articles 138(1), 301(2) and 352(2) of the draft CRR require approval by competent authorities for
institutions to be able to calculate their risk-weighted exposure amounts for credit risk by using the
Internal Ratings Based Approach (IRB Approach), or to be able to use Advanced Measurement
Approaches (AMA) to calculate own funds requirements for operational risk, or to be able to use
Internal Models Approaches (IMA) to calculate own funds requirements for market risk, respectively.
Institutions shall also apply for permission from their competent authorities where they want to
implement material extensions and changes to their internal approaches. Competent authorities shall
grant the permission only where institutions prove to continue to meet all the relevant qualitative and
quantitative requirements.
These draft RTS contain rules on the conditions for assessing the materiality of extensions and
changes to an approved IRB Approach, or to an AMA or IMA in order to harmonise the supervisory
processes for model extensions and changes and to ensure that the approved internal approach
continues to comply with the regulatory requirements.
3

Relevant only for internal approaches for operational and market risk.
Regulation (EU) N° 1093/2010 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 24 November 2010
establishing a European Supervisory Authority (European Banking Authority), amending Decision N°
716/2009/EC and repealing Commission Decision 2009/78/EC.
4
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The permission to use the respective IRB Approach, or the AMA or IMA is valid only for the approved
approach. Regular adjustments are needed to maintain the relevance of all these approaches for the
calculation of own funds requirements and risk management purposes. The need for adjustments can
stem from changes in internal or external factors, for example, changes in the business activity or
organisational structure of the institution. Institutions are encouraged to further develop their internal
approaches.
The draft CRR differentiates between material extensions or changes that are subject to approval, and
all other changes that are subject to notification. Nevertheless, in relation to the latter (extensions and
changes subject to notification) it does not provide any specification on the timing of notification, i.e. on
whether the change should be notified before or after its implementation. Against this background, the
EBA considers that extensions and changes of minor importance need not be known to competent
authorities in advance of their implementation; instead it considers that it would be more efficient and
less burdensome for institutions to collect such changes of minor importance and notify them to the
competent authorities at regular intervals. Such an approach, which is a supervisory practice in
several Member States already, would reduce the supervisory burden on both the competent
authorities‟ and the institutions‟ side.
With the above considerations in mind, the core of the proposed draft RTS consists in providing firstly
(in the Annexes of the draft RTS) three types of lists of qualitative conditions for classification of
extensions and changes to the internal approaches (for each of the credit, operational and market risk
areas) into one of the following categories: material extensions and changes, which require a
permission from the competent authorities; extensions and changes of a lesser materiality, but still of a
degree of materiality that require notification to the competent authorities before their implementation;
and extensions and changes of an even lesser degree of materiality, which therefore could only be
notified to the competent authorities in regular intervals, after their implementation.
Nevertheless, even extensions and changes which fall under one of the categories of lesser
materiality, can have the potential to alter the own funds requirements or, where applicable, the riskweighted exposure amounts. Hence the draft RTS also proposes quantitative thresholds to be applied
as a „back-stop‟ measure. In other words, these thresholds are to be used in addition to the lists of
qualitative conditions when determining the materiality of an extension and change. These thresholds
are based on the percentage change of own funds requirements or, where applicable, of risk-weighted
exposure amounts before and after the envisaged change.
Finally, in order for competent authorities to be able to assess compliance of institutions with the
above rules, the draft RTS also provides for appropriate documentation to be submitted by institutions
to competent authorities.
The scope of these draft RTS is determined by Articles 138(5), 301(3)(a) and 352(3)(a) of the draft
CRR. The text of these Articles is replicated below in the version that it was agreed by the Council of
the EU on May 14th 2012; references to other Articles in it are references to Articles of the CRR.
Article 138(5)
„EBA shall develop draft regulatory technical standards to specify the conditions for assessing the
materiality of the use of an existing rating system for other additional exposures not already covered
by that rating system and changes to rating systems or internal models approaches to equity
exposures under the IRB Approach.
EBA shall submit those draft regulatory technical standards to the Commission by 31 December 2013.
Power is delegated to the Commission to adopt the regulatory technical standards referred to the first
subparagraph in accordance with the procedure laid down in Articles 10 to 14 of Regulation (EU) No
1093/2010.‟
Article 301(3)(a)
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„EBA shall develop draft regulatory technical standards to specify the following:
(a)
the conditions for assessing the materiality of extensions and changes to the Advanced
Measurement Approaches;
EBA shall submit those draft regulatory technical standards to the Commission by 31 December 2014.
Power is delegated to the Commission to adopt the regulatory technical standards referred to in the
first subparagraph in accordance with the procedure laid down in Articles 10 to 14 of Regulation (EU)
No 1093/2010.‟
Article 352(3)(a)
„EBA shall develop draft regulatory technical standards to specify the following:
(a)
the conditions for assessing materiality of extensions and changes to the use of internal
models;
EBA shall submit those draft regulatory technical standards to the Commission by 31 December 2014.
Power is delegated to the Commission to adopt the regulatory technical standards referred to in the
first subparagraph in accordance with the procedure laid down in Articles 10 to 14 of Regulation (EU)
No 1093/2010.‟
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4.

Draft Regulatory Technical Standards on the conditions for
assessing the materiality of extensions and changes of internal
approaches when calculating own funds requirements for credit,
operational and market risk under articles 138(5), 301(3)(a) and
352(3)(a) of Regulation (EU) XX/XXXX of the European Parliament
and of the Council on prudential requirements for credit institutions
and investment firms [CRR]

In between the text of the draft RTS that follows, further explanations on specific aspects of the
proposed text are occasionally provided, which either offer examples or provide the rationale behind a
provision, or set out specific questions for the consultation process. Where this is the case, this
explanatory text appears in a framed text box.

Structure of the draft RTS
TITLE I - General rules for the assessment of the materiality of extensions and
changes

12

TITLE II - Conditions for classification of IRB approach changes

13

TITLE III - Conditions for classification of AMA extensions and changes

15

TITLE IV - Conditions for classification of IMA extensions and changes

17

TITLE V - Documentation of extensions and changes

19

ANNEX 1 - CHANGES TO THE IRB APPROACH

20

ANNEX 2 - EXTENSIONS AND CHANGES TO THE AMA

24

ANNEX 3 - EXTENSIONS AND CHANGES TO THE IMA

27
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EUROPEAN COMMISSION

Brussels, XXX
[…](2012) XXX draft

COMMISSION DELEGATED REGULATION (EU) No …/..
of XXX
[…]

Supplementing Regulation (EU) XX/XXXX of the European Parliament and of the
Council of [date] on prudential requirements for credit institutions and investment
firms [CRR], with regard to regulatory technical standards for the conditions for
assessing the materiality of extensions and changes of internal approaches when
calculating own funds requirements for credit, operational and market risk under
articles 138(5), 301(3)(a) and 352(3)(a)
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COMMISSION DELEGATED REGULATION (EU) No …/..
of XXX
[…]
supplementing Regulation xx/XX/EU [CRR] of the European Parliament and of the Council of [date] on
prudential requirements for credit institutions and investment firms [CRR], with regard to regulatory
technical standards for the conditions when assessing the materiality of extensions and changes of internal
approaches when calculating own funds requirements for credit, operational and market risk under articles
138(5), 301(3)(a) and 352(3)(a)
of XX Month 2013
THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION,
Having regard to the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union,
Having regard to the Regulation (...) No xx/xxxx of the European Parliament and of the Council of dd mmmm yyyy
on prudential requirements for credit institutions and investment firms [CRR] and in particular Articles 138(5),
301(3)(a) and 352(3)(a) thereof,
Whereas:
(1) The provisions in this Regulation are closely linked, since they refer to extensions and/or changes to internal
approaches for own funds requirements for credit, operational and market risk, and since relevant supervisory
issues and procedures are similar for all types of internal approaches. To ensure coherence between those
provisions, and to facilitate a comprehensive view and access in a coordinated fashion to them by persons
subject to those obligations, it is desirable that they enter into force at the same time and to include all of the
regulatory technical standards required by Regulation (..) No xx/xxxx [CRR] on extensions and changes to
internal models for credit, operational and market risk, in a single Regulation.
(2) In accordance with Article 138(3) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR] the range of application of a rating
system refers to the type of exposures as defined in Article 137(1) no. 2 of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx
[CRR], that may be rated with a specific rating system as defined in Article 137(1) no. 1 of Regulation (EC) No
xxxx/20xx [CRR].
(3) The Internal Models Approach (IMA) comprises any internal model which competent authorities have granted
permission to be used to calculate capital requirements, including all the risk categories according to Article
352(1) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR] as well as market risk modelling approaches required or
permitted additionally when approval for the risk categories according to Article 352(1) of Regulation (EC) No
xxxx/20xx [CRR] is granted. These additional modelling approaches are: the calculation of the Stressed VaR
according to Article 354(2) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], where its calculation deviates from the
current VaR calculation; the internal Incremental Default and Migration Risk (IRC) model according to Articles
361 to 365 of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR]; the internal model for the calculation of own funds
requirements for the correlation trading portfolio according to Article 367 of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx
[CRR]; and the VaR Spread Methodology where it is applied to the calculation of the advanced CVA risk capital
charge according to Article 373 of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR].
(4) Regulation (..) No xx/xxxx [CRR] differentiates between material extensions or changes that shall be subject to
approval, and all other changes that shall be subject to notification. As to the latter there is no indication in
Regulation (..) No xx/xxxx [CRR] on the timing of notification of the extension or change, i.e. whether the
change should be notified before or after its implementation. Against this background, extensions or changes of
minor importance need not be known to competent authorities in advance. Further, it would also be more
efficient and less burdensome for firms to collect such changes of minor importance and notify them to the
competent authorities in regular intervals. Indeed, this has been supervisory practice in several Member States.
With that in mind extensions and changes requiring notification should be further distinguished into extensions
and changes requiring notification before implementation and extensions and changes only requiring notification
after implementation. This would further ensure that competent authorities in their daily tasks focus their
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attention on extensions and changes with the potential of materially altering own funds requirements or the
performance of the models or rating systems. It would also ensure that institutions distinguish between
extensions and changes of great significance from extensions and changes of minor importance on the basis of a
risk-oriented supervisory approach. Such a distinction between extensions and changes subject to notification
before implementation and extensions and changes subject to notification after implementation, would be
prudent, given that the notification before implementation would allow competent authorities the possibility to
review the correct application of this Regulation. This in return also reduces the supervisory burden on the
institutions’ side.
(5) Materiality of extensions or changes in the models will usually depend on the type and category of the extension
or change proposed (which should be reflected in qualitative criteria), and on their potential to alter the own
funds requirements or, where applicable, the risk-weighted exposure amounts (which should be reflected in the
quantitative criteria). The quantitative criteria should take the form of a threshold based on the percentage
change of own funds requirements or, where applicable, of risk-weighted exposure amounts before and after the
change.
(6) For the sake of simplicity, for extensions and changes to IMA and AMA models, the quantitative threshold is
calculated on the basis of own funds requirements, while for changes to the IRB approach the threshold is
calculated on the basis of risk-weighted exposure amounts, to rule out effects stemming from provisions.
Moreover, due to the importance of the relative coverage of the own funds requirements or risk-weighted
exposure amounts by the internal approaches, the quantitative threshold is designed with regard to the overall
impact of internal approaches as well as standardised approaches, for all approaches, except in relation to the
threshold for the IRB and IMA which refers to the scope of application of a specific model. In particular, as
regards the IMA, as the portfolio subject to the IMA can change significantly every day, the impact of the
proposed model changes should be compared over a period of time, both at the level of overall own funds
requirements and at the level of the concerned model. The appropriate period for comparison should be set to 60
days as this is also the period over which the daily modelling results are to be averaged to calculate regulatory
own funds requirements. For the IRB approach and the AMA, the calculation of the impact of the
extension/change before and after the extension/change should be made with reference to the same point in time,
given that the set of exposures (in the case of the IRB approach) and the risk profile (in the case of the AMA) are
relatively stable in time.
(7) Competent authorities may at any time take appropriate supervisory measures with regard to model extensions
and changes that have been notified, based on the ongoing review of existing permissions to use internal
approaches provided in Article 98 Directive xx/xx [CRDIV]. This is in order to ensure that the requirements laid
down in Part Three, Title II, Chapter 3, Section 6, or Part Three, Title III, Chapter 4 or Part Three, Title IV,
Chapter 5 of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR] remain satisfied. On the other hand, this Regulation should
establish the triggers for new approvals and notifications of extensions and changes to internal approaches and
should be without prejudice to supervisory internal model review approaches or administrative processes
foreseen by Article 18(7) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/2012 [CRR].
(8) Changes to the permanent partial use of internal approaches or, where applicable, to the sequential
implementation of internal approaches are covered by Articles 143 and 145 of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx
[CRR] for IRB approach; Article 303 of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR] for AMA; and Article 352 of
Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR] for IMA. Therefore these types of changes are not covered by this
Regulation.
(9) In order for competent authorities to be able to assess that institutions have applied the rules on assessing the
materiality of extensions and changes correctly, appropriate documentation should be submitted by institutions
to competent authorities. In order to reduce the supervisory burden on institutions and to increase the
effectiveness and efficiency of competent authorities’ procedures in that respect, rules should be laid down to
specify documentation requirements to accompany applications for approval or notifications of extensions and
changes.
(10) This Regulation is based on the draft regulatory technical standards submitted by the European Supervisory
Authority (European Banking Authority) to the Commission.
(11) The European Supervisory Authority (European Banking Authority) has conducted open public consultations on
the draft regulatory technical standards on which this Regulation is based, analysed the potential related costs
and benefits, and requested the opinion of the Banking Stakeholder Group established in accordance with Article
37 of Regulation (EU) No 1093/2010.
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:
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TITLE I

General rules for the assessment of the materiality of extensions and changes
Article 1
Categories of extensions and changes
1. The materiality of changes to the range of application of a rating system or an internal models approach to
equity exposures, or of changes to the rating systems or internal models approach to equity exposures, for the
Internal Rating Based approach (‘changes in the IRB approach’); or of the extensions and changes for the
Advanced Measurement Approach and Internal Models Approach, (‘extensions and changes in the AMA and
IMA’) shall be classified into one of the following categories:
(a)

Material extensions and changes, which, according to Articles 138(3), 301(2) and 352(2) of
Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], require permission from the relevant competent
authorities;

(b)

Other extensions and changes, which require notification to the competent authorities.

2. The extensions and changes mentioned in paragraph 1(b) shall further be classified into:
(a)

Extensions and changes that require notification before their implementation; and

(b)

Extensions and changes that require notification after their implementation.
Article 2
Principles of categorisation of extensions and changes

1. The classification of the materiality of extensions and changes into the categories defined in Article 1 shall be
carried out:
(a)

in accordance with Articles 3 and 4, for changes in the IRB approach;

(b)

in accordance with Articles 5 and 6, for extensions and changes in the AMA;

(c)

in accordance with Articles 7 and 8, for extensions and changes in the IMA.

2. In the course of the classification of changes in the IRB approach and extensions and changes in the AMA and
IMA in accordance with paragraph 1, institutions shall calculate the quantitative impact of any extension or
change on own funds requirements or, where applicable, on risk-weighted exposure amounts, by applying the
following methodology:
(a)

For the purpose of the assessment of the quantitative impact institutions shall use the most
recent data available.

(b)

Where the detailed and precise assessment of the quantitative impact is not feasible, institutions
shall instead perform an assessment of the impact based on a representative sample or other
reliable inference methodologies.

3. Where, in accordance with paragraphs 1 and 2, a single change or extension is classified as a change that does
not require the competent authorities’ permission, in order to avoid slicing one change into several changes of
lower materiality, institutions shall also assess the aggregate impact of that particular extension or change together
with the impact of all other extensions or changes which are triggered by the same underlying reasons and which,
following the completion of the last internal validation process according to Articles 181 and 184 for the IRB
approach, Article 310(f) for the AMA and Article 358 for the IMA of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR],
have, in the meantime, been classified as not requiring the competent authorities’ approval, and which have
therefore been implemented without such an approval.
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4. In case of doubt, institutions shall assign extensions and changes to the category of the highest potential
materiality.
5. Where an extension or change is classified as one requiring competent authorities’ permission, and where
competent authorities have provided this permission, institutions shall implement the approved extension or
change on the date specified in the new permission in replacement of the permission in place. The nonimplementation of an extension or change for which permission from competent authorities has been given, shall
require a new permission from competent authorities.
6. Where an extension or change is classified as one requiring ex ante notification to competent authorities, and
where, subsequently to the notification, institutions decide not to implement the extension or change, institutions
shall inform competent authorities of this development.

Text for consultation purposes
Q1: Are the provisions included in this draft RTS that specify the principles of categorisation of
extensions and changes, sufficiently clear? Are there aspects which need to be elaborated
further?

TITLE II

Conditions for classification of IRB approach changes
Article 3
Material changes to the IRB approach
1.

Changes to the IRB approach shall be considered as material if they fulfil any of the following conditions:
(a) they fall under any of the changes to the range of application of a rating system or internal models approach to
equity exposures described in Annex 1, Part I, Title I;
(b) they fall under any of the changes to the rating systems or internal models approach to equity exposures
described in Annex 1, Part II, Title I;
(c) they result in any of the following:
(i)

in a decrease of 1.5% or more of the overall EU parent institution’s consolidated risk-weighted
exposure amounts for credit and dilution risk or of the overall risk-weighted exposure amounts
for credit and dilution risk in the case of an institution which is neither a parent institution, nor a
subsidiary;

(ii)

in a decrease of 15% or more of the risk-weighted exposure amounts for credit and dilution risk
associated with the range of application of the internal rating system or internal models
approach to equity exposures.

2.

For the purposes of paragraph (1)(c)(i) and taking into consideration Article 2(2), the impact of the change shall be
assessed as a ratio calculated as follows: in the numerator, the difference in the risk-weighted exposure amounts
for credit and dilution risk associated with the range of application of the internal rating system or the internal
models approach to equity exposures before and after the change at the EU parent institution’s consolidated level
or at the institution level which is neither a parent institution, nor a subsidiary; and in the denominator the overall
risk-weighted exposure amounts for credit and dilution risk before the change at the EU parent institution’s
consolidated level or, respectively, at the institution level which is neither a parent institution, nor a subsidiary.
The calculation shall refer to the same point in time. The determination of the impact on risk-weighted exposure
amounts shall refer only to the impact of the change to the IRB approach, and therefore the set of exposures shall
be assumed to remain constant.

3.

For the purposes of paragraph (1)(c)(ii) and taking into consideration Article 2(2), the impact of the change shall
be assessed as a ratio calculated as follows: in the numerator, the difference in the risk-weighted exposure amounts
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for credit and dilution risk associated with the range of application of the internal rating system or the internal
models approach to equity exposures before and after the change; and in the denominator, the risk-weighted
exposure amounts for credit and dilution risk before the change associated with the range of application of the
rating system or the internal models approach to equity exposures. The calculation shall refer to the same point in
time. The determination of the impact on risk-weighted exposure amounts shall refer only to impact of the change
to the IRB approach, and therefore the set of exposures shall be assumed to remain constant.
Article 4
Other changes to the IRB approach
1.

Changes to the IRB approach, other than those described in Article 3, which need to be notified to competent
authorities according to Article 138(4) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], shall be notified in the following
manner:
(a) Changes which fulfil any of the following conditions shall be notified to competent authorities at least three
months before their implementation:
(i)

Changes described in Annex 1, Part I, Title II;

(ii)

Changes described in Annex 1, Part II, Title II;

(iii)

Changes which result in a decrease of at least 5% of the overall risk-weighted exposure amounts
for credit and dilution risk at the consolidated level of a parent institution which is not an EU
parent institution or of the overall risk-weighted exposure amounts for credit and dilution risk of
any subsidiary where the parent institution has not received the permission to use the IRB
approach;

(iv)

Changes which result in a decrease of at least 5% of the risk-weighted exposure amounts for
credit and dilution risk associated with the range of application of the internal rating system or
internal models approach to equity exposures.

(b) All other changes shall be notified to the competent authorities after their implementation at least on an annual
basis.
2.

For the purposes of paragraph (1)(a)(iii), and taking into consideration Article 2(2), the impact of the change shall
be assessed as a ratio calculated as follows: in the numerator, the difference in the risk-weighted exposure
amounts for credit and dilution risk associated with the range of application of the internal rating system or the
internal models approach to equity exposures before and after the change at the consolidated level of a parent
institution which is not an EU parent institution or at the subsidiary level where the parent institution has not
received the permission to use the IRB approach; and in the denominator the overall risk-weighted exposure
amounts for credit and dilution risk before the change at the consolidated level of a parent institution which is not
an EU parent institution or, respectively, at the subsidiary level where the parent institution has not received the
permission to use the IRB approach. The calculation shall refer to the same point in time. The determination of the
impact on risk-weighted exposure amounts shall refer only to the impact of the change to the IRB approach, and
therefore the set of exposures shall be assumed to remain constant.

3

For the purposes of paragraph (1)(a)(iv), and taking into consideration Article 2(2), the impact of the change shall
be calculated according to Article 3(3).

Text for consultation purposes
Clarification to Article 3, paragraph 1: If a change does not fall under one of the categories of
changes as described in Annex 1, Part I, Title I or Annex 1, Part II, Title I, but results in a
change as described in Article 3, paragraph 1(c), it must be considered as material. If a change
does not result in a change as described in Article 3 paragraph 1(c), but falls under one of the
categories of changes as described in Annex 1, Part I, Title I or in Annex 1, Part II, Title I, it
must also be considered as material.
Clarification to Article 3, paragraph 1(c): The proposed metrics for the identification of material
changes to the IRB approach cover different levels of aggregation: letter (i) is dedicated to the
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EU parent institution‟s consolidated level defined according to Article 4(65) of CRR or an
institution on a stand-alone basis; and letter (ii) is dedicated to the level of the range of
application of the rating systems/models affected by the change.
Clarification to Article 4, paragraph 1(a): The proposed metrics for the identification of changes
to the IRB approach cover different levels of aggregation: letter (iii) is dedicated to the parent
institution including its subsidiaries on a sub-consolidated basis or subsidiaries of parent
institutions which use the IRB approach on a stand-alone basis where the parent institution
uses the SA; and letter (iv) is dedicated to the range of application of the rating systems/models
level.
Q2: Are the provisions included in this draft RTS on the calculation of the quantitative threshold
for the IRB approach sufficiently clear? Are there aspects which need to be elaborated further?
Q3: Do you support the calculation proposal of the quantitative threshold for the IRB approach
in terms of design of the metrics and level of thresholds? (Please also take into account the
arguments provided in Tables 2 to 5 of the Impact Assessment)
Q4: Do you support for the IRB approach the three month period for notification of the changes
before implementation?

TITLE III

Conditions for classification of AMA extensions and changes
Article 5
Material extensions and changes to the AMA
1.

Extensions and changes to the AMA shall be considered as material if they fulfil any of the following conditions:
(a) they fall under any extensions described in Annex 2, Part I, Title I;
(b) they fall under any changes described in Annex 2, Part II, Title I;
(c) they result in any of the following:
(i) in a decrease of 10% or more of the overall EU parent institution’s consolidated own funds
requirements for operational risk or of the overall own funds requirements for operational risk in the case
of an institution which is neither a parent institution, nor a subsidiary;
(ii) in a decrease of 10% or more of the overall own funds requirements for operational risk at the
consolidated level of a parent institution which is not an EU parent institution or of the overall own funds
requirements for operational risk of a subsidiary where the parent institution has not received the
permission to use the AMA.

2.

For the purposes of paragraph (1)(c)(i), and taking into consideration Article 2(2), the impact of any extension or
change shall be assessed as a ratio calculated as follows: in the numerator, the difference in the own funds
requirements for operational risk associated with the scope of application of the model before and after the
extension or change at the EU parent institution’s consolidated level or at the institution level which is neither a
parent institution, nor a subsidiary; and in the denominator, the overall own funds requirements for operational
risk before the extension or change at the EU parent institution’s consolidated level or, respectively, at the
institution level which is neither a parent institution, nor a subsidiary. The calculation shall refer to the same point
in time. The determination of the impact on the own funds requirements shall refer only to impact of the extension
and change to the AMA, and therefore the operational risk profile shall be assumed to remain constant.

3.

For the purposes of paragraph (1)(c)(ii), and taking into consideration Article 2(2), the impact of any extension or
change shall be assessed as a ratio calculated as follows: in the numerator, the difference in the own funds
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requirements for operational risk associated with the scope of application of the model before and after the
extension or change at the consolidated level of a parent institution which is not an EU parent institution or at the
subsidiary level where the parent institution has not received the permission to use the AMA; and, in the
denominator, the overall own funds requirements for operational risk before the extension or change at the
consolidated level of a parent institution which is not an EU parent institution or, respectively, at the subsidiary
level where the parent institution has not received the permission to use the AMA. The calculation shall refer to
the same point in time. The determination of the impact on the own funds requirements shall refer only to impact
of the extension and change to the AMA, and therefore the operational risk profile shall be assumed to remain
constant.
Article 6
Other extensions and changes to the AMA
Extensions and changes to the AMA, other than those described in Article 5, shall be notified in the following
manner:
(a) Extensions and changes falling under Annex 2, Part I, Title II, and Part II, Title II, shall be notified to
competent authorities at least three months before their implementation;
(b) All other extensions and changes shall be notified to the competent authorities after their implementation at
least on an annual basis.

Text for consultation purposes
Clarification to Article 5, paragraph 1: If an extension or change does not fall under one of the
categories of extensions or changes as described in Annex 2, Part I, Title I, or Annex 1, Part II,
Title I, but results in a change as described in Article 5, paragraph 1(c), it must be considered as
material. If an extension or change does not result in a change as described in Article 5,
paragraph 1(c), but falls under one of the categories of extensions or changes as described in
Annex 2, Part I, Title I or in Annex 2, Part II, Title I, it must also be considered as material.
Clarification to Article 5, paragraph 1(c): The proposed metrics for the identification of material
changes to the AMA cover different levels of aggregation: letter (i) is dedicated to the EU parent
institution‟s consolidated level defined according to Article 4(65) of CRR or an institution on a
stand-alone basis; and letter (ii) is dedicated to the parent institution including its subsidiaries on
a sub-consolidated basis or subsidiaries of parent institutions which use the AMA on a standalone basis where the parent institution uses the BIA or TSA;
Q5: Are the provisions included in this draft RTS on the calculation of the quantitative threshold
for the AMA sufficiently clear? Are there aspects which need to be elaborated further?
Q6: Do you support the calculation proposal of the quantitative thresholds for the AMA in terms
of design of the metrics and level of thresholds? (Please also take into account the arguments
provided in Tables 2 to 5 of the Impact Assessment)
Q7: Do you support for the AMA the three month period for notification of the changes before
implementation?
Q8: Do you support that for the AMA no quantitative differentiation between changes requiring
notification prior vs. post implementation is made?
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TITLE IV

Conditions for classification of IMA extensions and changes
Article 7
Material extensions and changes to the IMA
1.

Extensions and changes to the IMA shall be considered as material if they fulfill any of the following conditions:
(a) they fall under any of the extensions described in Annex 3, Part I, Title I;
(b) they fall under any changes described in Annex 3, Part II, Title I; or
(c) they result in any of the following:
(i)

in a change of 5% or more of the overall EU parent institution’s consolidated own fund
requirements for market risk or of the overall own funds requirements for market risk in the
case of an institution which is neither a parent institution, nor a subsidiary;

(ii)

in a change of 5% or more of the overall own funds requirements for market risk at the
consolidated level of a parent institution which is not an EU parent institution or of the overall
own fund requirements for market risk of a subsidiary where the parent institution has not
received the permission to use the IMA;

(iii)

in a change of 10% or more of the model calculation result associated with the scope of
application of the specific IMA model.

2.

For the purposes of paragraph (1)(c)(i), and taking into consideration Article 2(2), the impact of any extension or
change shall be assessed as the average of changes in the overall own funds requirements at the EU parent
institution’s consolidated level or at the institution level which is neither a parent institution, nor a subsidiary, over
60 days, calculated as the ratio of: in the numerator, the difference between the own funds requirements for market
risk associated with the scope of application of the model before and after the extension or change; and, in the
denominator, the overall own funds requirements for market risk before the extension or change.

3.

For the purposes of paragraph (1)(c)(ii), and taking into consideration Article 2(2), the impact of any extension or
change shall be assessed as the average of changes in the overall own funds requirements at the consolidated level
of a parent institution which is not an EU parent institution or at the subsidiary level where the parent institution
has not received the permission to use the IMA, over 60 days, calculated as the ratio of: in the numerator, the
difference between the own funds requirements for market risk associated with the scope of application of the
model before and after the extension or change; and, in the denominator, the overall own funds requirements
amounts for market risk before the extension or change.

4.

For the purposes of paragraph (1)(c)(iii), and taking into consideration Article 2(2), the impact of any extension or
change shall be assessed as the highest value of the comparison over 60 days, each comparison calculated as the
ratio of, in the numerator, the difference between the model calculation result associated with the scope of
application of the specific model before and after the extension or change, and, in the denominator, the the model
calculation result associated with the scope of application of the specific model before the extension or change.
Article 8
Other extensions and changes to the IMA
Extensions and changes to the IMA, other than those described in Article 7, which need to be notified to
competent authorities according to Article 352(2) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], shall be notified in
the following manner:
(a) Extensions and changes falling under Annex 3, Part I, Title II, and Part II, Title II, shall be notified to
competent authorities one month before their planned implementation;
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(b) All other changes shall be notified to the competent authorities after implementation at least on an annual
basis.

Text for consultation purposes
Clarification to Article 7, paragraph 1: If an extension or change does not fall under one of the
categories of extensions or changes as described in Annex 3, Part I, Title I, or Annex 1, Part II,
Title I, but results in a change as described in Article 7, paragraph 1(c), it must be considered as
material. If an extension or change does not result in a change as described in Article 7,
paragraph 1(c), but falls under one of the categories of extensions or changes as described in
Annex 3, Part I, Title I, or in Annex 3, Part II, Title I, it must also be considered as material.
Clarification to Article 7, paragraph 1(c): The proposed metrics for the identification of material
changes to the IMA cover different levels of aggregation: letter (i) is dedicated to the EU parent
institution‟s consolidated level defined according to Article 4(65) of Regulation (EC) No
xxxx/20xx [CRR] or an institution on a stand-alone basis; letter (ii) is dedicated to the parent
institution including its subsidiaries on a sub-consolidated basis or subsidiaries of parent
institutions which use the IMA on a stand-alone basis where the parent institution does not use
the IMA; and letter (iii) is dedicated to the scope of application of the specific model affected by
the extension or change (the list of models is expressed in recital 3 of the draft CP).
Clarification to Article 7(2) and 7(3)

change 

1 60 Capital new mod elt  Capital approved mod elt

60 t 1
Overall capital approved mod elt

Capital new/approved model = own fund requirements for market risk, based on scope of
application of the (proposed) new model (or the model with extended scope), and on the
approved model (or scope), respectively.
Overall capital approved model = overall own fund requirements for market risk, including
standardised approach, based on the approved model (or scope).
Clarification to Article 7(4)

 Outcome new mod elt  Outcome approved mod elt

impact  max 
: t  1,...,60
Outcome approved mod elt


Outcome = result of calculation of the (proposed) new model and of the approved model,
respectively, for the real-life portfolios as input to the model over 60
consecutive days.
Q9: Are the provisions included in this draft RTS on the calculation of the quantitative threshold
for the IMA sufficiently clear? Are there aspects which need to be elaborated further?
Q10: Do you support the calculation proposal of the quantitative thresholds for the IMA in terms
of design of the metrics and level of thresholds? (Please also take into account the arguments
provided in Tables 2 to 5 of the Impact Assessment)
Q11: Do you support for the IMA the one month period for notification of the changes before
implementation?
Q12: Do you support for the IMA the 60-day observation period for the purpose of comparing
the modelling result before and after a proposed change?
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Q13: Do you support that for the IMA for those modelling approaches which are only required to
be calculated once a week (stressed VaR, IRC, CRM) to compare only twelve numbers for
Article 7 paragraph 1(c)(iii)?
Q14: Do you support that for the IMA no quantitative differentiation between changes requiring
notification prior vs. post implementation is made?

TITLE V

Documentation of extensions and changes

Article 9
1.

For extensions and changes classified as requiring competent authorities’ approval, institutions shall submit,
together with the application, the following documentation:
a.

description of the extension or change, its rationale and objective;

b.

implementation date;

c.

scope of application affected by the model extension or change, with volume characteristics;

d.

technical and process document(s);

e.

reports of the institutions’ independent review or validation;

f.

confirmation that the extension or change has been approved through the institution’s approval processes
by the relevant bodies; including the approval committee and date of approval;

g.

quantitative impact, according to Titles II, III and IV, of the expected effects on the risk weighted
exposure amounts or the own funds requirements;

h.

record of the institution’s current and past version of internal models;

i.

details of all extensions and changes planned for the internal approaches over the next 12 months, where
the risk weighted exposure amounts or, where applicable, the own funds requirements are expected to
decrease in the case of the IRB approach or the AMA, or expected to change in the case of the IMA.

2.

For extensions and changes classified as requiring notification before implementation, institutions shall submit,
together with the notification, the documentation elements referred to in points 1(a), 1(b), 1(c), 1(e), 1(f), 1(g) and
1(h).

3.

For extensions and changes classified as requiring notification after implementation, institutions shall submit,
together with the notification, the documentation elements referred to in point 1(a), 1(b), 1(c), 1(f) and 1(h) and
the result of the assessment required under Article 2(3).

Text for consultation purposes
Q15: Are the provisions included in this draft RTS on the documentation requirements
sufficiently clear? Are there aspects which need to be elaborated further?
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ANNEX 1 - CHANGES TO THE IRB APPROACH

Part I- Changes to the range of application of rating systems or internal models approaches to equity
exposures
Title I – Changes requiring competent authorities’ approval (‘material’)
Changes falling under any of the categories listed below shall be classified as material:
(1) extending the range of application of a rating system to exposures in any of the following cases:
(a) to exposures of the same type of product or obligor in an additional business unit;
(b) to exposures of an additional type of product or obligor unless the additional type of product or obligor falls within
the range of application of an approved rating system based on the criteria as laid down in point c i) and ii);
(c) where the lending decision has been taken by a third party to the group, unless the institution can prove that the
additional exposures fall within the range of application of an approved rating system, based on all of the following
criteria:
(i)

the ‘representativeness’ of the data used to build the model to assign exposures to grades or pools with respect
to the key characteristics of the institution’s additional exposures where the lending decision has been taken by
a third party, according to Article 170(1)(c) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];

(ii) the ‘comparability’ of the population of exposures represented in the data used for estimation, the lending
standards used when the data was generated and other relevant characteristics with the ones of the additional
exposures where the lending decision has been taken by a third party, according to Article 175(1)(d) of
Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR].
Institutions shall provide for a complete description of the criteria and measures for classifying the materiality of
changes into ‘representativeness’ and ‘comparability’ according to Articles 170(1)(c) and 175(1)(d) of Regulation
(EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR].
(2) extending the range of application of an internal models approach to equity exposures to one of the following type of
exposures:
(a) from the Simple risk weight method according to Article 150(2) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], from
the PD/LGD approach according to Article 150(3) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], or from the
temporary partial use provision according to Article 472 of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(b) of the same type of product in an additional business unit;
(c) of an additional type of product unless the institution can prove that it falls within the range of application of an
existing internal models approach to equity exposures.

Title II – Changes requiring ex ante notification to competent authorities
Changes falling under one of the categories listed below shall be classified as requiring notification to the competent
authorities before implementation:
(1) reducing the range of application or the scope of use of a rating system;
(2) reducing the range of application of an internal models approach to equity exposures;
(3) extending the range of application of a rating system for which it can be shown that it does not fall under Part 1, Title I,
(1) of this Annex;
(4) extending the range of application of a rating system for which it can be shown that it does not fall under Part 1, Title I,
(2) of this Annex.
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Part II- Changes to rating systems or an internal models approach to equity exposures
Title I – Changes requiring competent authorities’ approval (‘material’)
Changes falling under one of the categories listed below shall be classified as material:
(1) changes in the methodology of assigning exposures to exposure classes and rating systems. These include:
(a) changes in the methodology used for assigning exposures to different exposure classes according to Article 142(1)
of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(b) changes in the methodology used for assigning an obligor or a transaction to a rating system according to Article
165(1) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR].
(2) the following changes in the algorithms and procedures used for: assigning obligors to obligor grades or pools; for
assigning exposures to facility grades or pools; or for quantifying the risk of obligor default or associated loss (‘changes
in the rating methodology for IRB systems’):
(a) changes of the modelling approach for assigning an obligor to grades or pools and/or exposures to facility grades or
pools according to Article 167(1) and Article 170(1)(a) to (c) and (e) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(b) changes to the institution’s approach to the ‘one-obligor-one-rating principle’ according to Article 168(1)(e) of
Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(c) changes in the rating system’s philosophy. These refer to the assumptions behind ratings which relate to the extent
by which a change in economic conditions is expected to result in a net migration of a large number of exposures,
obligors or facilities across grades or pools of the model, as opposed to migration of only some exposures, obligors
or facilities due only to their individual characteristics the measure and significance levels of which are defined by
the institution;
(d) changes to the rating criteria as referred to in Article 166(1)(c) and (e) and Article 166(4) of Regulation (EC) No
xxxx/20xx [CRR] and/or their weights, sequence or hierarchy, if any of the following conditions are met:
(i) they significantly change the rank ordering referred to in Article 166(1)(c) and 3(c) of Regulation (EC) No
xxxx/20xx [CRR] the measure and level of which are defined by the institution;
(ii)

they alter the distribution of obligors, facilities or exposures across grades or pools according to Article
166(1)(d) and (f) and Article 166(3)(b) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR].

(e) introduction or withdrawal of an external rating as a primary factor determining an internal rating assignment
according to Article 167(2) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(f) change in the fundamental methodology for estimating PDs, LGDs including best estimate of expected loss, and
conversion factors according to Articles 176, 177, 178 of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], including the
methodology for deriving a margin of conservatism related to the expected range of estimation errors according to
Article 175(1)(f) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR]. For LGDs and conversion factors this includes also
changes in the methodology for accounting for an economic downturn according to Articles 177(1)(b) and
178(1)(b) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(g) inclusion of additional types of collateral into the LGD estimation according to Article 177(1)(c) to (g) of
Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR] if their treatment differs from procedures that have already been approved.
(3) changes in the definition of default according to Article 174 of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(4) changes in the validation methodology and/or validation processes which lead to changes in the institution’s judgement
of the accuracy and consistency of the estimation of the relevant risk parameters, the rating processes or the performance
of their rating systems according to Article 181(a) of Regulation (EC) No xxx/20xx [CRR];
(5) changes in the internal models approach to equity exposures. These include:
(a) changes in the value-at-risk modelling approach to estimate risk weighted exposure amounts for equity exposures
according to Article 150(4) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/2012 [CRR];
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(b) changes in the methodology for adjusting estimates of potential loss to achieve appropriate levels of realism and/or
conservatism, or changes in the analytical method to convert shorter horizon period data to quarterly data according
to Article 182(a) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(c) changes in the model capture of material risk drivers considering the specific risk profile and complexity, including
non-linearities of the institution’s equity portfolio according to Article 182(b) and (c) of Regulation (EC) No
xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(d) changes in the fundamental methodology for mapping of individual positions to proxies, market indices or risk
factors according to Article 182(d) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR].

Title II - Changes requiring ex ante notification to competent authorities
Changes falling under one of the categories listed below shall be classified as requiring notification to the competent
authorities before implementation:
(1) changes in the treatment of purchased receivables according to Article 148(6) and (7) and Article 149(5) of Regulation
(EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(2) the following changes in the rating methodology for IRB systems:
(a) changes in the internal procedures and criteria for assigning risk weights to specialised lending exposures
according to Articles 148(5) and 166(2) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(b) changes from the use of direct estimates of risk parameters for individual obligors or exposures to the use of a
discrete rating scale or vice versa according to Article 165(3) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], unless
already classified as material according to Part II, Title I of this Annex;
(c) changes to the rating scale in terms of the number or structure of rating grades according to Article 166(1) of
Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], unless already classified as material according to Part II, Title I of this
Annex;
(d) changes to the rating criteria and/or their weights or hierarchy according to Article 166(1)(c) and (e) and 166(4) of
Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], unless already classified as material according to Part II, Title I of this
Annex;
(e) changes to the grade or pool definitions or criteria according to Articles 167(1) and 170 of Regulation (EC) No
xxxx/20xx [CRR], unless already classified as material according to Part II, Title I of this Annex;
(f) changes in the scope of information used to assign obligors to grades or pools according to Article 167(2) of
Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR] or inclusion of new or additional information in a model for parameter
estimation according to Article 175(1)(d) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR].
(g) changes in the rules and processes for the use of overrides according to Article 168(3) of Regulation (EC) No
xxxx/20xx [CRR], unless already classified as material according to Part II, Title I of this Annex;
(h) changes in the methodology for estimating PDs, LGDs including best estimate of expected loss, and conversion
factors according to Articles 176, 177, 178 of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR] including the methodology
for deriving a margin of conservatism related to the expected range of estimation errors according to Article
175(1)(f) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], unless already classified as material according to Part II, Title I
of this Annex. For LGDs and conversion factors this includes also changes in the methodology for accounting for
an economic downturn according to Article 177(1)(b) and Article 178(1)(b) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx
[CRR];
(i) changes in the way or extent to which conditional guarantees are accounted for in the LGD estimation according to
Article 179(1)(c) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(j) inclusion of additional types of collateral into the LGD estimation in accordance to Article 177(1)(c) to (g) of
Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], unless already classified as material according to Part II, Title I of this
Annex;
(k) if an institution maps its internal grades to the scale used by an ECAI and then attributes the default rate observed
for the external organisation’s grades to the institutions‘ grades according to Article 176(1) f of Regulation (EC)
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No xxxx/20xx [CRR], changes in the mapping used for this purpose unless already classified as material according
to Part II, Title I of this Annex;
(3) changes in the validation methodology and/or process according to Articles 181 and 184 of Regulation (EC) No
xxxx/20xx [CRR], unless already classified as material according to Part II, Title I of this Annex.
(4) changes in processes. These include:
(a) changes in the credit risk control unit according to Article 186 of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR] as regards
its position within the organisation and its responsibilities;
(b) changes in the validation unit’s position according to Articles186(1) and (2) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx
[CRR] within the organisation and its responsibilities;
(c) changes in the internal organisational or control environment or key processes that have an important influence on
a rating system;
(d) changes in the lending practices, lending standards or process for pursuing recoveries according to Article
175(1)(c) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR] with the potential of rendering the rating system no longer
suitable;
(e) changes to the process for assigning exposures to grades or pools according to Articles 167(1) and 170(a) to (c) and
(e) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], unless already classified as material according to Part II, Title I of
this Annex.
(5) changes to the design of the stress testing framework according to Article 173(2) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx
[CRR] or to the frequency of its application.
(6) changes in the data. These include:
(a) if an institution starts or ceases to use data that is pooled across institutions according to Article 175(2) of
Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(b) changes in the composition of the data pool for institutions using data pooling according to Article 175(2) of
Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(c) change of the data sources used in the process of allocating exposures to grades or pools or for parameter
estimation according to Articles 172(5)(a) and 171(4)(a) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR].
(d) change in the length and composition of time series used for parameter estimation according to Article 175(1) (a)
that goes beyond the annual inclusion of the latest observations, unless already classified as material according to
Part II, Title I of this Annex.
(7) changes in the use of models, if an institution starts using risk parameter estimates for internal business purposes that are
not those used for regulatory purpose and, where this was previously not the case, within the lines set out according to
Article 175(1) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(8)

changes in the internal models approach to equity exposures. These include:
(a) changes of the data used to represent return distributions for equity exposures under the internal models approach
according to Article 182(a) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(b) changes in the stress testing programme for the internal models approach for equity exposures according to Article
182(g) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(c) changes in the internal organisational or control environment or key processes that have an important influence an
internal models approach to equity exposures.
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ANNEX 2 – EXTENSIONS AND CHANGES TO THE AMA

Part I- Extensions
Title I- Extensions requiring competent authorities’ approval (‘material’)
Changes falling under any of the categories listed below shall be classified as material:
(1) first-time introduction of measures to capture expected losses in the institutions’ business practices offset according to
Article 311(2)(a) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(2) first-time introduction of operational risk mitigation techniques such as insurance or other risk transfer mechanisms
according to Article 312(1) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(3) first-time recognition of correlations in operational risk losses according to Article 311(2)(d) of Regulation (EC) No
xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(4) first-time introduction of methodology for allocating operational risk capital among the different entities of the group
according to Article 18(1)(b) and 311(2)(a) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(5) the introduction of the AMA within parts of the institution or group of institutions not yet covered by the approval or the
approved roll out plan according to Article 303(1) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], if those areas account for
more than 5 % of the institution or group as measured at the end of the last financial year using the amount of the
relevant indicator assigned to those areas.

Title II – Extensions requiring ex ante notification to competent authorities
The introduction of the AMA within parts of the institution or group of institutions not yet covered by the approval or the
approved roll out plan according to Article 303(1) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], if those areas account for more
than 1 % and less than or equal to 5 % of the institution or group as measured at the end of the last financial year using the
amount of the relevant indicator assigned to those areas.

Part II- Changes to the AMA
Title I – Changes requiring competent authorities’ approval (‘material’)
Changes falling under one of the categories listed below shall be classified as material:
(1) changes in the organisational and operational structure of the independent risk management function for operational risk
according to Article 310 of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR] which:
(a) reduce the ability of the operational risk management function to oversee and inform the decision making
processes of the business and support units they control;
(b) reduce the hierarchical level of the operational risk management function or of its head.
(2) changes to the measurement system for operational risk if they fulfil any of the following criteria:
(a) they change the architecture of the measurement system regarding the combination of the four data elements of
internal and external loss data, scenario analysis, business environment and internal control factors, according to
Article 311(2)(b) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(b) they change the logics and drivers of the methodology for allocating the operational risk capital between the
different entities of a group according to Article 18(1)(b) and 311(2)(a) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR].
(3) changes to the procedures relating to internal and external data, scenario analysis and business environment and internal
control factors if they:
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(a)

reduce the level of controls regarding the completeness and quality of operational risk data collected according to
Article 311(3) and (4) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];

(b) change the external data sources to be used within the measurement system according to Article 311(4) and 311(5)
of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR].
(4) changes to the overall method on how insurance contracts and/or other risk transfer mechanisms are recognized within
the calculation of the AMA capital charge according to Article 312(1) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR].
(5) reducing the part of the operational risk captured by the AMA within the institution or group of institutions using the
AMA according to Article 303(2) and (3) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], if those areas account for more than
5 % of the institution’s or group’s overall own funds requirements for operational risk as measured at the end of the last
financial year.

Title II- Changes requiring ex ante notification to competent authorities
Changes falling under one of the categories listed below shall be classified as requiring notification to the competent
authorities before implementation:
(1) relevant changes to the way the operational risk measurement system is integrated into the day-to-day management
process through operational risk processes and policies according to Article 310(a) and (c) of Regulation (EC) No
xxxx/20xx [CRR], if they change any of the following:
(a) the extent to which the operational risk measurement system contributes to relevant information in the institutions’
risk management and related decision making processes, including the approval of new products, systems and
processes and definition of the operational risk tolerance;
(b) the scope, recipients and frequency of the reporting system for informing all relevant parts of the institution about
the results of the operational risk measurement system and decisions taken in response to operational risk events.
(2) changes in the organisational and operational structure of the independent risk management function for operational risk
according to Article 310(b) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR] if they fulfil any of the following criteria:
(a) they change the duties and responsibilities of the operational risk management function;
(b) they lead to a reduction of the available resources in terms of budget and headcount of more than 10 % since the
last approval according to Article 301(2) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR] was granted.
(3) changes to validation processes and the internal review according to Article 310(e) and (f) of Regulation (EC) No
xxxx/20xx [CRR] if they change the logic and methods used for internally validating or reviewing the AMA framework;
(4) changes to the calculation of the operational risk capital charge which change one of the following:
(a) structure and characteristics of the data set used for the calculation of the operational risk capital requirement (the
‘calculation data set’), including any of the following:
(i) the definition of gross loss amount to be used within the calculation data set according to Article 311(3)(d) of
Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(ii) the reference date of loss events to be used within the calculation data set according to Article 311(2)(a) of
Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(iii) the length of the time series of loss data to be used within the calculation data set according to Article
311(2)(a) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(iv) the criteria to group losses caused by a common operational risk event or by related events over time
according to Article 311(3)(b) and (3)(e) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(v)

the number or the type of risk classes over which the operational risk capital requirement is calculated;

(vi) the method for setting the threshold for the level of losses above which the model is fitted to the data
according to Article 311(2)(a) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
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(vii) where applicable, the method for setting the threshold for differentiating the body and tail regions of the data,
when fitted by different methods according to Article 311(2)(a) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(viii) the processes and criteria for assessing the relevance, for scaling or for doing other adjustments to the
operational risk data according to Article 311(3)(f) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(b) the criteria for the selection, update and review of used distributions and methods for the estimation of their
parameters according to Article 311(2)(a) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(c) criteria and procedures for the determination of the aggregated loss distributions and for the calculation of the
pertinent operational risk measure at the regulatory confidence level according to Article 311(2)(a) of Regulation
(EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(d) methodology for the determination of expected losses and their capturing within internal business practices
according to Article 311(2)(a) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR]; or
(e) methodology about how correlations in operational risk losses across individual operational risk estimates are
recognised according to Article 311(2)(d) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR].
(5) changes to the standards relating to internal and external data, scenario analysis and business environment and internal
control factors if they:
(a) change the internal processes and criteria for collecting internal loss data according to Article 311(3) of Regulation
(EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], including any of the following:
(i) increase of the threshold for the collection of internal loss data according to Article 311(3)(c) of Regulation
(EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(ii) criteria for assigning loss data arising from loss events in a centralized function or activity that spans more
than one business line according to article 311(3)(b) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(iii) methods or criteria for the exclusion of activities or exposures from the scope of the internal data collection
according to article 311(3)(c) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(b) change the internal processes and criteria for one of the following:
(i)

performing scenario analysis according to Article 311(5) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];

(ii) determining business environment and internal control factors according to Article 311(6) of Regulation (EC)
No xxxx/20xx [CRR].
(6) changes to the standards relating to insurance and other risk transfer mechanisms according to Article 312 of Regulation
(EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], if they fulfil one of the following conditions:
(a) they cause a relevant alteration of the level of coverage provided;
(b) they modify the method used for calculating if the reduction of the own funds requirements exceed 20% of the own
fund requirement for operational risk before the recognition of risk mitigation techniques according to article
312(5) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR]; or
(c) they alter the processes and criteria for calculating the haircuts in the amount of insurance recognition, introduced
to capture the uncertainty of payment, the mismatches in coverage and the policy’s residual and cancellation terms,
where less than one year according to article 312(4) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR].
(7) relevant changes to the IT systems used to process the AMA, including the collection of data and their administration,
reporting procedures and the measurement system for operational risk according to article 301(2) of Regulation (EC) No
xxxx/20xx [CRR] and the general risk management standards set out in article 73 of Directive (EC) No xxxx/20xx
[CRDIV];
(8) reducing the part of the operational risk captured by the AMA within the institution or group of institutions using the
AMA according to Article 303(2) and (3) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], if those areas account for more than
1 % but less than 5 % of the institution’s or group’s overall own funds requirements for operational risk as measured at
the end of the last financial year.
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ANNEX 3 - EXTENSIONS AND CHANGES TO THE IMA

Part I- Extensions
Title I -Extensions requiring competent authorities’ approval (‘material’)
Extensions of an IMA falling under any of the categories listed below shall be classified as material:
(1) extension of the risk categories captured by the IMA according to Article 352(1) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx
[CRR];
(2) extensions of the market risk model to an additional legal entity or to a location not included in the range of application
yet;
(3) integration of a portfolio such as in cases of portfolio acquisitions and corporate takeovers;
(4) first time application of the VaR spread methodology for the calculation of the advanced CVA risk charge;
(5) any reverse extensions such as cases where the institutions aim at applying the standardized method to risk categories
for which they are granted permission to use an internal market risk model.

Title II –Extensions requiring ex ante notification to competent authorities
Extensions falling under either of the categories listed below shall be classified as extensions requiring notification to
competent authorities prior to implementation:
(1) inclusion of product classes requiring other modelling techniques than those applied to existing products such as pathdependent products, or multi-underlying positions, according to Article 356 of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(2) an increase in the use of or percentage of proxies arriving from an extension according to Article 356 of Regulation (EC)
No xxxx/20xx [CRR].

Part II- Changes to the models
Title I- Changes requiring competent authorities’ approval (‘material’)
Changes to the models falling under any of the categories listed below shall be classified as material:
(1) changes in the calculation of the effects of changes in market risk factors on instruments such as including additional
sensitivity measures or a move from Taylor-approximation to full revaluation, according to Article 356 of Regulation
(EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(2) changes in the aggregation scheme such as where a simple aggregation scheme is replaced by an improved one,
according to Article 356 of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(3) inclusion of material risk factors beyond those necessary when the model is extended to new product types;
(4) changes to external data sources or the IT data landscape, in particular to the interfaces which result in amendments in
the calculation of the internal model;
(5) out-sourcing or in-sourcing of components which are material to calculating risk or validating the model, such as
obtaining market data relevant to calculating risk and P/L, or the switch from licence-based use of a system
(‘computational module’) to use of an application service provider (‘ASP’);
(6) comprehensive technical or methodological changes to the risk management process such as migration of the calculation
of VaR to another technical infrastructure, according to Article 357(1)(a) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(7) change in the assumptions regarding the loss given default rate (LGD) for models capturing IRC, correlation trading or
advanced CVA risk according to Articles 363(1), 367(3)(e) and373(6)(a) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
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(8) changes to the approach for identifying the stressed period in order to calculate a Stressed VaR measure, according to
Article 354(2) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR].

Title II -Changes requiring ex ante notification to competent authorities
Changes falling under one of the categories listed below shall be classified as changes requiring notification to competent
authorities prior to their implementation:
(1) changes in the fundamentals of statistical methods according to Article 354 of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR],
including any of the following:
(a) changes in the assumptions about the joint distribution of risk factors (‘general distribution model’);
(b) introduction of variance reduction methods;
(c) changes to the algorithms to generate the random figures;
(2) changes in how the effects of risk factor changes are calculated such as change from analytical to simulation-based
pricing model, according to Article 356 of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(3) changes in the assumptions or the modelling of risk factors incorporated in the internal VaR model according to Article
356(2) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR], including a move between zero rates, par rates or swap rates, or an
extension of risk factors where there was previously only one risk factor such as more grid-points on a curve of interest
rates or an extended surface of implied volatilities;
(4) changes in the effective length of the historical observation period, including a change in a weighting scheme of the time
series according to Article 354(1)(d) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(5) changes in the calculation of the effects of changes in market risk factors on instruments, including changes in pricing
models used to calculate sensitivities to modelled risk factors or to re-valued positions for the value-at-risk model or for
the purpose of back-testing, according to Article 356 of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(6) changes in the statistical method to estimate volatilities or correlations between risk factors according to Article 356(3)
of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(7) changes in the definition or methodology of appropriate proxy risk factors for the VaR and the stressed VaR model
according to Article 356(2)(e) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(8) change of the period on which the stressed VaR calculation is based (‘stressed period’) according to Article 354(2) of
Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(9) changes to the criteria for mapping positions to relevant risk factors according to 356(1) of Regulation (EC) No
xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(10) changes in the methodology for defining appropriate proxy spreads, including regarding the advanced CVA approach
according to Article 373(6) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(11) change between internal and external rating used for IRC and / or correlation trading models according to Article 361 of
Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(12) changes in the methodology used for assigning exposures to individual exposure classes in the IRC and / or correlation
trading models according to Article 363(1) and (2), Article 367(2) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(13) change of methods for estimating exposure or asset correlation for IRC and / or correlation trading models according to
Articles 363(2) and 367(2) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(14) changes in the implementation of internally developed and implemented pricing models or use of proxy models;
(15) change in the validation methodology and/or process according to Article 357(1)(h) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx
[CRR];
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(16) changes to the valuation method with regard both to the economic profit and loss and to the clean profit and loss, such as
move from mark-to-model to mark-to market, or vice versa, according to Article 355(3) and 358(2) of Regulation (EC)
No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(17) change to the organisational and operational structure of risk management and internal governance process, according to
Article 357(1) of Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR] including any of the following:
(a) organisational changes;
(b) the limit setting framework;
(c) the reporting framework;
(d) stress testing changes;
(e) the new product process;
(f) internal organisation and staff changes;
(18) transfer of significant product groups to another position keeping or front office system according to Article 357(1) of
Regulation (EC) No xxxx/20xx [CRR];
(19) changes in the IT environment, including any of the following:
(a) applying vendor pricing models;
(b) Outsourcing of central data collection functions;
(c) Change of the market data provider for input data for the risk model;
(d) Opening or closing down of trading locations.
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5.

Accompanying documents

5.1 Draft Cost- Benefit Analysis / Impact Assessment
Problem identification (Market failure and/or Regulatory failure)
Problem definition and objectives of the RTS
As documented in the Impact Assessment accompanying the Regulation of the European Parliament
and the Council on prudential requirements for credit institutions and investment firms (CRR), the
objectives of own funds requirements are: i) ensuring that institutions have robust risk managed and
measurement systems in place against the risks arising from their activities (own funds requirements
contribute to aligning the risk-taking incentives of institutions‟ shareholders with the ones of creditors
and depositors) and ii) ensuring that institutions are financially sound and are able to absorb
unexpected losses in a going-concern situation.
The introduction of the possibility of using internal approaches for the computation of own funds
requirements ensures that:
A. Own funds requirements which apply to individual institutions better reflect their specific risk
profile.
B. The use and development of internal approaches support institutions in improving their risk
management practices.
In order to guarantee on an on-going basis the fulfilment of these conditions and in order for own
funds requirements to fulfil their objectives, the necessity of implementing changes to internal
approaches arises whenever, for instance, one or more of the following conditions occur:
i.

Institution-specific business conditions change, due to, for instance, the introduction
of/expansion towards new businesses, to merger and acquisition operations, to changes in the
organisational structure, etc.

ii.

Relevant external events within the markets where institutions operate, technology and/or
macro-economic systems.

iii.

Developments in the risk management and measurement systems and practices.

iv.

Changes to own funds and/or other regulatory requirements.

The supervision of extensions and changes to internal approaches is therefore justified by the
importance of extensions and changes for the achievement of regulatory objectives.
Institutions have to ensure that internal approaches comply with regulatory requirements at all times,
also after changing internal or external conditions, and that all potential factors affecting the reliability
of internal approaches are effectively identified and addressed. Among others, two set of factors may
play an important role:
-

The technical challenges to which internal approaches are unavoidably exposed.

-

The economic incentives influencing the development of internal approaches that result in less
conservative own funds requirements, hence allowing for the minimisation of the costs related
to regulatory capital.
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The proposed draft RTS establishes the conditions for categorising extensions and changes of internal
approaches which require authorisation or notification, in order to foster more risk-sensitive and
harmonised supervision.
Enhanced sensitivity to risk is ensured by the provision of a supervisory treatment of extensions and
changes to internal approaches that varies as a function of the impact of the extensions and changes.
In particular:
-

The definition of „material‟ extensions and changes, as mandated by the CRR text, allows the
supervisory work of model authorisation to focus exclusively on those extensions and changes
to internal approaches that could potentially pose risk management and measurement
concerns.

-

The distinction between extensions and changes that are to be notified „ex-ante‟ (before
implementation) and extensions and changes that can be notified after implementation, allows
supervisory activity on non-material extensions and changes to be tighter on changes that
could potentially pose more severe risk management concerns.

The harmonizing role of the draft RTS ensures that further steps are taken towards the following
regulatory objectives:
-

A Single Market where institutions operate in a condition of level playing, as relates to the
management of internal approaches.

-

A Single Market where opportunities of regulatory arbitrage in the use of internal approaches
for the calculation of own funds requirements are minimised.

-

A Single Market where supervision of cross-border institutions that adopt internal approaches
is more cost-efficient and where legal clarity is enhanced for both market participants and
regulators.

Baseline
1.

The Baseline is a scenario defined by the market and regulatory practices existing prior to the
implementation of the rules that the draft RTS aim to introduce. The EBA circulated a
questionnaire among Competent Authorities (CAs) in order to consult regarding the current
supervisory practices in the area of extensions and changes to internal approaches as well as
the expected impacts and costs of the draft RTS.

2.

17 CAs provided feedback to the EBA questionnaire. Based on 2010 data on total assets within
the Single Market the jurisdictions that contributed to the collection of evidence cover
approximately 90% of total assets in the EU.

3.

Evidence provided by respondents highlighted heterogeneous supervisory practices both across
Member States and across types of risk (i.e. credit, operational and market risk).

4.

All but one respondent engages in regular reviews of the internal models for credit risk, while
only half of them regularly review internal models for operational and market risk. The revision of
models for credit risk is carried out annually, for most of the respondents, and occurs every two
to four years for others. The revision of models for operational risk and market risk tends to be
carried out less frequently. Only four respondents report to adjust the frequency of model
revision according to institution-specific characteristics such as size, portfolio risk profile and
overall comfort with the specific internal models.

5.

Guidelines defining criteria for assessing the materiality of extensions and changes to internal
approaches appear to be implemented by approximately 2/3 of the respondents, for both credit
and operational risk. As far as market risk is concerned less than half of the respondents report
to have implemented guidelines on materiality of extensions and changes to internal
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approaches. In some of the jurisdictions where guidelines are not implemented, model change
policy requirements exists which require institutions to adopt own criteria. Those internal policies
are typically to be approved by the competent authorities.
6.

Almost 2/3 of the currently existing guidelines on materiality to extensions and changes to
internal approaches for all the risks covered, already distinguish between ex-ante and ex-post
notification requirements.

7.

2/3 of the respondents also report to require some form of documentation covering matters of
extensions and changes to internal approaches. These requirements exist even in jurisdictions
which currently do not have any regulation or guidelines on materiality of extensions and
changes to internal approaches.

8.

Six jurisdictions implement backstop thresholds for the identification of extensions and changes
to internal approaches which are to be authorised and/or ex-ante notified. Only in one
jurisdiction backstop thresholds are currently in use for all three risk types covered by this draft
RTS, i.e. credit, operational and market risk. In three Member states backstop thresholds are
applied on only two types of risk: credit and operational risks in one case, credit and market
risks in another case, operational and market risks in the third one. Lastly, two jurisdictions only
implement backstop thresholds in the supervision of internal model changes for credit risk.

9.

The different approaches to the use of backstop thresholds for the identification of material
extensions and changes to internal approaches are summarised in Table 1 (see end of this
section).

Table 1: Backstop Thresholds for material extensions and changes to internal approaches in the
current non-harmonised regulatory frameworks.
Jurisdiction 1
Credit risk: Threshold 1
Credit Risk: Threshold 2

5%
1%

Operational risk: Threshold 1

10%

Jurisdiction 2

Credit risk: Threshold 1

10%

Jurisdiction 3

Credit risk: Threshold 1
Credit risk: Threshold 2
Operational risk: Threshold 1

20%
5%
10%

Market risk: Threshold 1

10%

Credit risk: Threshold 1
Credit risk: Threshold 2

3%
15%

Market risk: Threshold 1
(material change to be
authorised)
Market risk: Threshold 2
(significant change to be
pre-notified)
Credit risk: Threshold 1

20%

Credit risk: Threshold 2

1%

Operational risk

>20%

Market risk: Threshold 1

>10%

Jurisdiction 4

Jurisdiction 5

Jurisdiction 6

10%

5%

Decrease of the RWA at portfolio level
Change in the RWA at consolidated
level within the jurisdiction
Decrease in the own funds
requirements for operational risk
Decrease in the own funds
requirements for credit risk
Change in the RWA at portfolio level
RWA change at total level
Change in the own funds requirement
for operational risk
Change in the own funds requirement
for market risk at portfolio level
Change in the RWA
Change in the RWA resulting from
change in the range of application of a
model/rating system
Change in the own funds requirement
for market risk compared to average
VAR of last 60days
Change in the own funds requirement
for market risk compared to average
VAR of last 60days
Change in the RWA or own funds
requirement at portfolio level
Change in the RWA or capital
requirement at consolidated level
Relative change in model result: (newold)/new
Change in VAR output
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(significant change)
Market risk: Threshold 2
(material change)

>20%

Change in VAR output

Technical decisions: options considered and preferred options
Table 2: Materiality conditions that combine qualitative criteria and quantitative backstop thresholds.
Option 1:
Qualitative criteria as the only regulatory measure for the assessment of materiality of
extensions and changes to internal approaches
Advantages:
The qualitative approach to the specification of materiality criteria allows the competent
authority to ensure that all relevant dimensions that relate to the appropriateness and
reliability of internal approaches are taken into account or when determining whether an
extension or change is material or not. The implementation of qualitative criteria
ensures that an extension or change which materially changes the functioning of an
internal approach must be submitted to a supervisory assessment even though it might,
at the specific time when the model change is implemented, not result in a significant
change in the risk-weighted exposure amounts or own funds requirements or in any
other measure of risk.

Option 2:

Proposed

Disadvantages:
The qualitative approach to the specification of materiality criteria allows for judgement
and discretion both on the side of institutions, implementing extensions and changes to
internal approaches and on the side of competent authorities, evaluating on a case-bycase basis the materiality of those extensions and changes. Due to the high variety and
complexity of modelling techniques qualitative criteria alone cannot ensure that
extensions and changes to internal approaches resulting in significant changes of riskweighted exposure amounts or own funds requirements, are duly captured for
supervisory assessment.
As opposed to quantitative, „automatic‟ measures, qualitative criteria are more likely to
generate less harmonised application of the rules.
The draft RTS proposes both, qualitative criteria and quantitative backstop thresholds
for the assessment of materiality of extensions and changes to internal approaches
Advantages:
As opposed to a framework with only qualitative criteria, quantitative criteria ensure that
the limits to the possibility of identifying qualitative circumstances for the materiality of
extensions and changes to internal approaches do not imply that extensions or changes
resulting in significant variations in risk-weighted exposure amounts or own funds
requirements escape supervisory assessment.
In addition, being an automatic quantitative rule that does not require intervention of the
CA, the backstop threshold approach contributes to the harmonisation of the
supervisory framework for the assessment of materiality of extensions and changes to
internal approaches across member states.
Disadvantages:
Quantitative backstop thresholds, on top of the qualitative criteria, may increase the
number of changes or extensions subject to approval and thus result in additional
supervisory costs for CAs. (As further discussed below, however, the chosen levels for
the thresholds are such that most of the extensions and changes to internal approaches
subject to supervisory assessment should be identified in the first instance by the
qualitative criteria).
In addition, institutions implementing extensions and changes to internal approaches
will have to carry out modelling activity in order to compute the quantitative implications.
The expectation is, however, that the required modelling work is already being carried
out by the majority of institutions adopting internal approaches, independently of the
backstop rules.
As a result of the discussed advantages and disadvantages of Options 1 and 2, the
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Option:
Option 2

draft RTS proposes the approach described in Option 2. It has to be considered that the
option of establishing an approach only based on quantitative rules has not been
considered as it does not allow integrating the qualitative principles on the materiality of
extensions and changes to internal approaches that are included in the CRR mandate.

Table 3: Quantitative Thresholds as Backstop Rule for the assessment of materiality of extensions and
changes to internal approaches as regards to Credit, Operational and Market Risk
Credit Risk
- decrease of 1.5% or more of the overall EU parent institution‟s consolidated riskweighted exposure amounts for credit and dilution risk or of the overall risk-weighted
exposure amounts for credit and dilution risk in the case of an institution which is neither
a parent institution, nor a subsidiary;
- decrease of 15% or more of the risk-weighted exposure amounts for credit and dilution
risk associated with the range of application of the internal rating system or internal
models approach to equity exposures.
Operational Risk
- decrease of 10% or more of the overall EU parent institution‟s consolidated own funds
requirements for operational risk or of the overall own funds requirements for
operational risk in the case of an institution which is neither a parent institution, nor a
Proposed subsidiary;
Options: - decrease of 10% or more of the overall own funds requirements for operational risk at
Option 1
the consolidated level of a parent institution which is not an EU parent institution or of
the overall own funds requirements for operational risk of a subsidiary where the parent
institution has not received the permission to use the AMA.
Market Risk
- change of 5% or more of the overall EU parent institution‟s consolidated own fund
requirements for market risk or of the overall own funds requirements for market risk in
the case of an institution which is neither a parent institution, nor a subsidiary;
- change of 5% or more of the overall own funds requirements for market risk at the
consolidated level of a parent institution which is not an EU parent institution or of the
overall own funds requirements for operational risk of a subsidiary where the parent
institution has not received the permission to use the IMA;
- change of 10% or more of the model calculation result associated with the scope of
application of the specific IMA model.
Alternative Options considered for all 3 risk types
Option 2:
Lower Thresholds
Advantages:
- Lower thresholds allow the automatic trigger of the rule to bind more frequently,
increasing the supervisory assessment over extensions and changes to internal
approaches. Lower thresholds widen the scope of materiality of extensions and
changes to internal approaches and allow for a reduced fluctuation of risk-weighted
exposure amounts or own funds requirements and/or model outcomes resulting from
extensions and changes to internal approaches. In this respect lower thresholds
implement a more conservative approach to the supervision of own funds requirements.
Disadvantages:
- Lower thresholds are not consistent with their purpose, since they should kick in only
once the exhaustive list of qualitative criteria have not been able to identify “material”
extensions and changes.
- Lower thresholds increase the expected supervisory assessment over extensions and
changes to internal approaches, incrementing the overall costs of implementation for
CAs.
- Lower thresholds increase the probability that extension or change to internal
approaches deemed non-material according to the exhaustive list of qualitative criteria
might cause inefficient supervisory workload for the processing of applications due to
the automatic quantitative trigger.
- Lower thresholds increase the likelihood for institutions of erroneously identifying
material extensions or changes to internal approaches in those cases where
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Option 3:

quantification of the impacts requires estimation/inference type of analysis. The latter is
inevitably subject to estimation errors. Estimation/inference is often required since not
all extensions and changes to internal approaches can be assessed in their impact
before the actual implementation.
Higher Thresholds
Advantages:
- Higher thresholds decrease the expected supervisory assessment over extensions
and changes to internal approaches, decreasing the overall costs of implementation for
CAs.
- Higher thresholds reduce the probability that extensions and changes to internal
approaches deemed non-material according to the qualitative criteria might cause
inefficient supervisory workload for the processing of applications due to the automatic
quantitative trigger.
- Higher thresholds are less likely to result in erroneous classification of material
extensions and changes to internal approaches in the cases where estimation/inference
analysis is necessary in order to assess the impacts of the extensions and changes.
Disadvantages:
- Higher thresholds allow the automatic trigger of the rule to bind less frequently,
decreasing the supervisory assessment over extensions and changes to internal
approaches. Higher thresholds narrow the scope of materiality of extensions and
changes to internal approaches and allow for an increased fluctuation of risk-weighted
exposure amounts or own funds requirements and/or model outcomes resulting due to
extensions and changes to internal approaches. In this respect higher thresholds
implement a less conservative approach to the supervision of own funds requirements.

Table 4: Quantitative Thresholds as Backstop Rule for changes in IRB approach based on the risk
weighted-exposure amounts metric.
Proposed The proposed backstop thresholds for the identification of material changes of the IRB
Option:
approach are based on the metric of the risk weighted exposure amounts
Option 1
Option 2:
The proposed backstop thresholds for the identification of material changes of the IRB
approach are based on the metric of the own funds requirements.
This alternative is discarded due to rule out effects from provisioning and as for
certain changes in credit risk parameters or model features, the resulting changes in
the risk weighted exposure amounts, on the one hand, and on the expected loss
amounts (EL amounts), on the other hand, can go in different directions and hence
partly or fully balance out. The own funds requirements, which depend on both risk
weighted exposure amounts and EL amounts, can hence vary very little as a result of
model changes.
Option 3:
Two thresholds are proposed in terms of two different metrics: risk-weighted exposure
amounts and own funds requirements.
This option is discarded given that it would increase the complexity of the implied
assessment work. Increased complexity is less desired given the aim of designing a
threshold mechanism that only binds as a backstop measure.
Table 5: Different backstop thresholds are defined for each risk category to cover different levels of
consolidation.
Proposed The proposed metrics for the identification of material extensions and changes to
Option:
internal approaches cover different levels of aggregation for each risk category:
Option 1
consolidated/stand alone and scope of application level for credit risk,
consolidated/stand alone and sub-consolidated level for operational risk,
consolidated/stand alone, sub-consolidated and scope of application level for market
risk.
Option 2:
The proposed metrics for the identification of material extensions and changes to
internal approaches focus on the scope of application impact (for credit and market
risk) and the sub-consolidated impact for operational risk.
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Advantages:
Reduces the complexity of the assessment if compared to the proposed option 1.

Option 3:

Disadvantages:
Such metric would capture only those extensions and changes in credit and market
risk whose impact is material with respect to the size and characteristics of the scope
of application to which the model applies. The metric might not capture extensions
and changes that have a relatively reduced impact on the scope of application to
which the model applies, but that result in large quantitative impacts on the riskweighted exposure amounts of the institution, due to the very large weight of the
scope of application under consideration on the overall credit risk profile of the
institution.
In the case of operational risk the approach on scope of application impact is not
considered due to the development of the models for overall operational risk.
The proposed metrics for the identification of material extensions and changes to
internal approaches focus only on the “consolidated/stand alone level” for all of the
risk categories.
Advantages:
Reduces the complexity of the assessment work if compared to the proposed option.
Disadvantages:
Such metric would capture only those extensions and changes to internal approaches
implemented on scope of applications that have a relatively large weight in the overall
credit risk or market risk profile of the institution. It might not capture extensions or
changes that are very material for the risk management of relatively small scope of
applications held by the institution. Moreover, for operational risk material extensions
and changes from a sub-consolidated perspective may cumulatively result in nonmaterial aggregate extensions or changes at the level of the EU parent
(consolidating) institution.

Impacts on Markets and Institutions
10.

By proposing common qualitative criteria and quantitative backstop thresholds for the
assessment of materiality of extensions and changes to internal approaches and of the
extensions and changes to be pre/post-notified, the draft RTS harmonises an EU regulatory
framework that is currently heterogeneous, as described in the „Baseline‟ section.

11.

The objectives defined in the section „Problem definition and objectives of the RTS‟ constitute
the main benefits of the proposed draft RTS.

12.

The implications of the proposed draft RTS in terms of costs for market participants and
competent authorities are expected to be twofold. On the one hand, both stakeholders are likely
to incur additional costs as a result of some of the proposed provisions. On the other hand, the
achievement of the mentioned objectives is expected to result in cost-saving/cost- optimising
outcomes. Estimating the resulting aggregate balance would be a very difficult task, given that
available data do not allow quantifying the benefits and costs-saving outcomes stemming from
those benefits.

13.

In addition, it is important to note that part of the costs and benefits associated to the provisions
introduced by the RTS would materialise in the Single Market, against the current framework,
even in the absence of the RTS itself, given the fact that the requirements for the authorisation
of material extensions and changes to all internal approaches and for the notification of all
changes for the IRB approach and the IMA and are included in the level 1 text of the CRR.

14.

The extent to which the costs and benefits would materialise in the absence of the RTS cannot
though be neither estimated, nor quantified.
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15.

16.

The EBA asked Competent Authorities (CAs) to provide for a separate estimate of the expected
impact (increase, no change, decrease) of the proposed qualitative criteria and quantitative
backstop thresholds on the yearly number of granted authorisations for material extensions and
changes. The aim of the exercise is twofold:
i.

Based on the feedback received, this impact assessment provides a picture of how the
proposed qualitative criteria and quantitative thresholds compare, in terms of their
conservatism in identifying material extensions and changes, to the current supervisory
practices of CAs that responded to the questionnaire.

ii.

Based on the estimates received, this impact assessment provides a tentative picture of
the expected supervisory workload, in the EU, related to the authorisation of material
extensions and changes.

The exclusive focus of the impact analysis on the costs, for CAs, of carrying out authorisations
of material extensions and changes to internal approaches, stems from the following
assumptions:
i. The proposed provisions are not expected to materially affect institutions‟ decisions to
implement extensions and changes to internal approaches, nor are they expected to increase
to a material extent the costs institutions face in implementing those decisions. In the current
baseline institutions already have to comply at all times with the requirements on the use of
internal approaches. Because of this, institutions are expected to have already processes in
place for mapping extensions and changes according to their materiality. Documentation
requirements for extensions and changes to internal approaches, that would likely generate
compliance costs on institutions, are already in use in more than 2/3 of the jurisdictions who
responded to the questionnaire. The harmonisation of the documentation and communication
requirements increases legal clarity and can result in a more efficient reporting framework.
ii. The costs on CAs related to the activities of monitoring and processing pre/post-notifications,
resulting from the proposed draft RTS, is expected to be of a lower scale of magnitude with
respect to the costs of authorisation activities. Hence the lack of focus, in the present analysis,
on the supervisory costs of notification operations.
Text for consultation purposes
Q16: Do you support the view that costs arising for instititutions from the documentation
requirements included in the draft RTS are not expected to be material? If not, could you please
indicate:
- the main cost driver: i) additional IT equipment, ii) additional ongoing Staff/hours, iii) other
(please specify).
- the % increase in total yearly costs to internal models management for
credit/operational/market risk induced by the proposed documentation requirements (specify
whether the costs arise only for some of the risk categories covered by the provisions).
- indicative monetary amount related to those additional costs (specifying currency and unit)
Q17: Do you support the view that the additional costs, for institutions, of computing the
quantitative impacts of the implemented model extensions/changes are expected to be nonmaterial, given that institutions already carry out impact analysis in the current framework? If not
please indicate:
- the main cost driver: i) additional IT equipment, ii) additional ongoing Staff/hours, iii) other
(please specify).
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- the implied % increase in total yearly costs of internal model management for
credit/operational/market risk induced by the quantitative impact analysis (specify whether the
costs arise only for some of the risk categories covered by the provisions).
- indicative monetary amount of these additional costs (specifying currency and unit).
Q18: Do you support the view that, for institutions, the costs of ex-ante/ex-post notification of
extensions/changes are expected to be non-material? If not, please indicate:
- the main cost driver: i) additional IT equipment, ii) additional ongoing Staff/hours, iii) other
(please specify).
- the % increase in total yearly costs of internal models management for
credit/operational/market risk induced by the notification requirements (specify whether the costs
arise only for some of the risk categories covered by the provisions).
- an indicative monetary amount of these additional costs (specifying currency and unit).

17.

5

14 CAs responded on the expected impact in the number of authorisations stemming from the
qualitative and quantitative criteria in the area of Credit Risk. Overall:
i. 7 out of 14 respondents (50%) report an expected increase in the number of authorisations.
ii. 5 out of 14 respondents (36%) don‟t expect the number of authorisations to change.
iii. 2 out of 14 respondents (14%) report an expected decrease in the number of authorisations.

18.

6

11 CAs responded on the expected impact in the number of authorisations in the area of
Operational Risk. The results slightly vary depending on whether the qualitative or quantitative
criteria are considered:
i. 7 out of 11 respondents (64%) don‟t expect the number of authorisations to change as a result
of the proposed qualitative criteria.
ii. Among the remaining respondents, 2 CAs (18%) report an expected increase in the number of
authorisations and 2 CAs (18%) report an expected decrease in the number of authorisations.
iii. As relates to the quantitative criteria, 9 out of 11 respondents (82%) don‟t expect the number
of authorisations to change. 1 CA (9%) reports an expected increase in the number of
authorisations.

19.

7

10 CAs responded on the expected impact in the number of authorisations in the area of
Market Risk. The results slightly vary depending on whether the qualitative or quantitative
criteria are considered:
i. 6 out of 10 respondents (60%) do not expect the number of authorisations to change as a
result of the proposed qualitative criteria.
ii. Among the remaining respondents, 3 CAs (30%) report an expected increase in the number of
authorisations and 1 CA (10%) reports an expected decrease in the number of authorisations.

5

Institutions operating in these jurisdictions hold almost 90% of total assets in the EU according to 2010 data.
Institutions operating in these jurisdictions hold almost 80% of total assets in the EU according to 2010 data.
7
Institutions operating in these jurisdictions hold almost 80% of total assets in the EU according to 2010 data.
6
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iii. As relates to the quantitative criteria, 7 out of 10 respondents (70%) don‟t expect the number
of authorisations to change and 3 CAs (30%) report an expected increase in the number of
authorisations.
20.

The CAs also report on the expected impact (in percentage effect) in the number of
authorisations stemming from the qualitative and quantitative criteria. The average impact
across CAs of the combined effect of the proposed qualitative and quantitative criteria appears
to be limited:
i. in the area of credit risk in average increase no larger than 5%;
ii. in the area of operational risk in average decrease in the region of 10%-15%;
iii. in the area of market risk in average decrease no larger than 5%.

21.

The average impacts mentioned in the previous paragraph should be read taking account of the
following caveats:
i. Not all CAs that reported the expected direction of impact on the number authorisations were
able to quantify the impact and hence are included in the aggregate computation.
ii. One CA has been excluded from the computation given the very large quantitative impacts
reported, which materially different from the other inputs. The estimates this CA cover a wider
interpretation of the supervisory workload related the authorisation of material extensions and
changes, putting more emphasis on the resources devoted to the processing of all
applications rather than to the operations related to the completed authorisation processes.
iii. Adding up the expected increase in workload on model authorisation activities due to, on the
one hand, the proposed qualitative materiality criteria and, on the other hand, the proposed
quantitative backstop thresholds is very likely to result in an overestimate of the overall
impacts. This is due to the fact that the proposed qualitative criteria are such that almost all of
the extensions and changes to internal approaches that are likely to occur will be captured by
the qualitative criteria for materiality and the backstop thresholds will be expected to bind only
in a very limited number of cases. This interaction between the two supervisory tools has not
been factored in by CAs when comparing the currently implemented backstop thresholds with
the thresholds put forward by the RTS.
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5.2 Overview of questions for Consultation
Q1: Are the provisions included in this draft RTS that specify the principles of categorisation of
extensions and changes, sufficiently clear? Are there aspects which need to be elaborated further?
Q2: Are the provisions included in this draft RTS on the calculation of the quantitative threshold for the
IRB approach sufficiently clear? Are there aspects which need to be elaborated further?
Q3: Do you support the calculation proposal of the quantitative threshold for the IRB approach in
terms of design of the metrics and level of thresholds? (Please also take into account the arguments
provided in Tables 2 to 5 of the Impact Assessment)
Q4: Do you support for the IRB approach the three month period for notification of the changes before
implementation?
Q5: Are the provisions included in this draft RTS on the calculation of the quantitative threshold for
the AMA sufficiently clear? Are there aspects which need to be elaborated further?
Q6: Do you support the calculation proposal of the quantitative thresholds for the AMA in terms of
design of the metrics and level of thresholds? (Please also take into account the arguments provided
in Tables 2 to 5 of the Impact Assessment)
Q7: Do you support for the AMA the three month period for notification of the changes before
implementation?
Q8: Do you support that for the AMA no quantitative differentiation between changes requiring
notification prior vs. post implementation is made?
Q9: Are the provisions included in this draft RTS on the calculation of the quantitative threshold for
the IMA sufficiently clear? Are there aspects which need to be elaborated further?
Q10: Do you support the calculation proposal of the quantitative thresholds for the IMA in terms of
design of the metrics and level of thresholds? (Please also take into account the arguments provided
in Tables 2 to 5 of the Impact Assessment)
Q11: Do you support for the IMA the one month period for notification of the changes before
implementation?
Q12: Do you support for the IMA the 60-day observation period for the purpose of comparing the
modelling result before and after a proposed change?
Q13: Do you support that for the IMA for those modelling approaches which are only required to be
calculated once a week (stressed VaR, IRC, CRM) to compare only twelve numbers for Article 7
paragraph 1(c)(iii)?
Q14: Do you support that for the IMA no quantitative differentiation between changes requiring
notification prior vs. post implementation is made?
Q15: Are the provisions included in this draft RTS on the documentation requirements sufficiently
clear? Are there aspects which need to be elaborated further?
Q16: Do you support the view that costs arising for instititutions from the documentation requirements
included in the draft RTS are not expected to be material? If not, could you please indicate:
- the main cost driver: i) additional IT equipment, ii) additional ongoing Staff/hours, iii) other (please
specify).
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- the % increase in total yearly costs of internal models management for credit/operational/market risk
induced by the proposed documentation requirements (specify whether the costs arise only for some
of the risk categories covered by the provisions).
- indicative monetary amount of these additional costs (specifying currency and unit)
Q17: Do you support the view that the additional costs, for institutions, of computing the quantitative
impacts of the implemented model extensions/changes are expected to be non-material, given that
institutions already carry out impact analysis in the current framework? If not please indicate:
- the main cost driver: i) additional IT equipment, ii) additional ongoing Staff/hours, iii) other (please
specify).
- the implied % increase in total yearly costs of internal model management for
credit/operational/market risk induced by the quantitative impact analysis (specify whether the costs
arise only for some of the risk categories covered by the provisions).
- indicative monetary amount of these additional costs (specifying currency and unit).
Q18: Do you support the view that, for institutions, the costs of ex-ante/ex-post notification of
extensions/changes are expected to be non-material? If not, please indicate:
- the main cost driver: i) additional IT equipment, ii) additional ongoing Staff/hours, iii) other (please
specify).
- the % increase in total yearly costs of internal models management for credit/operational/market risk
induced by the notification requirements (specify whether the costs arise only for some of the risk
categories covered by the provisions).
- an indicative monetary amount of these additional costs (specifying currency and unit).
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